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Intended Audience 
This document has been prepared by DataCore Software as a guide for the benefit of 

SANsymphony ™ administers wishing to upgrade deployed instances of the Fujtsu DataCore 

Storage Virtual Appliance Series (SVA or SVA M1).  

This document describes the process for upgrading a SVA or SVA M1 to 10.0 Product 

Service Pack 7 Update 1 (“PSP 7 U1”).  

The minimum required SANsymphony ™ version is 10.0 Product Service Pack 4 (“PSP 

4”). 

The software and procedures described apply only to this specific use-case.  If you are 

currently running versions of SANsymphony ™ other than this, or you are not using SVA or 

SVA M1 hardware, then other procedures will apply.  If in doubt you should contact your 

reseller, or consult DataCore Technical Support. 

 

Important 
It is assumed that the upgrade will be performed by a competent person with requisite 

training in the installation and administration of the current release of DataCore 

SANsymphony ™.  This training and knowledge is a pre-requisite of the upgrade process. 

If in doubt, please contact your authorized DataCore Reseller for assistance.  
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Document Revision History 

Recent changes made to this document 
 
First published (March 2018) – Release V1.0 
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Software Compatibility Matrix 
 

Firmware and BIOS 
Only the following BIOS and Firmware versions are supported when running SANsymphony 

™ version 10.0.7 (“PSP 7”) on the Fujitsu DataCore SVA Series 

Component New Version Comment 

iRMC (SVA / SVA M1) 8.86F Will be upgraded during this 
procedure 

Server BIOS (SVA) 1.18.0 May be upgraded during this 
procedure 

Server BIOS (SVA M1) 1.34.0 Will be upgraded during this 
procedure 

The use of other firmware or BIOS versions is not supported and could render the SVA / 

SVA M1 inoperable. 

Other software 
The following additional software is applicable to both machine types (SVA and SVA M1). 

They will be installed or updated during the upgrade procedure. 

Component New Version Comment 
Fujitsu ServerView Agent 8.20.06 Will be upgraded during this 

procedure 
Fujitsu Raid Manager 6.5.7 Will be upgraded during this 

procedure 
Oracle Java 8 Update 151 Will be upgraded during this 

procedure 
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Prerequisites 

Important information - please read carefully 

1. The following network connectivity is required: 

a. A RDP connection to the SVA unit that is being upgraded. 

b. A connection to the iRMC web interface on the unit being upgraded, either 

via HTTPS (Port 443) or HTTP (Port 80).  Connection via HTTPS is 

recommended.  

If iRMC access is not available, physical access to the server will be necessary 

as a full power-cycle (from ‘cold and dark’) may need to be performed as part 

of the BIOS upgrade procedure. 

c. Connection to the iRMC board via SSH may be necessary (see ‘Known Issues’ 

later in this document). 

2. The machine being upgraded must have access either to the Microsoft online update 

service, or to a Microsoft WSUS server, as the current operating system patch level 

will be raised as part of the upgrade process. 

3. The user account that will be used throughout the upgrade procedure requires both 

OS administrator rights on the SVA / SVA M1 and SANsymphony ™ administrator 

permissions (“Owners” role).  An upgrade started in the context of one user account 

must be completed within this same security context. Switching user contexts 

during the upgrade is not supported and may cause the upgrade to fail. 

4. This procedure is only for upgrading from Fujitsu DataCore SVA / SVA M1 with 

minimum release level 10.0.4 (“R10 PSP4”). Contact DataCore Technical Support if 

in any doubt. 

5. Before starting the upgrade ensure sure that: 

a. All Fujitsu DataCore SVA / SVA M1 and any other SANsymphony ™ Servers 

participating in a highly available Server Group together (i.e. synchronous 

mirroring / SMPA) are online. 

b. All mirrored Virtual Disks are in a “Healthy” state. 

c. Every application server has redundant paths to its DataCore-hosted storage 

volumes, so that proper failover between DataCore Servers can occur during 

the maintenance operation.
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If any of these conditions are not met then the requisite corrective actions must be 

completed and the system made healthy before proceeding with the update.  DO 

NOT attempt to start an upgrade if these conditions are not met. 

6. Each SVA / SVA M1 node is upgraded individually.  Do not start the upgrade process 

on more than one SVA / SVA M1 node at a time, otherwise a service outage may 

occur. 

7. During the course of the upgrade procedure several reboots of the SVA nodes will be 

requested.  Do not try to consolidate or skip reboots but execute each request to 

reboot individually and serially.  Failure to do so may cause the upgrade to fail 

and/or permanent damage to the SVA / SVA M1. 

8. Please follow the instructions given within this guide carefully and precisely. 

9. If you find an instruction within this document to be unclear, or the process to be 

not exactly as described herein, please contact DataCore Technical Support and 

await further instructions before proceeding. 
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Upgrade Process Workflow 
The supplied Upgrade Kit consists of all of the software and firmware updates necessary to 

raise the SVA / SVA M1 to the supported PSP7 Update 1 Level, with the exception of 

Microsoft-supplied updates to the base OS (which must be installed via WSUS or via online 

Microsoft Update).  The process is driven by a PowerShell “wrapper” script named 

“DataCore ADK Sequencer” which performs the requisite upgrade activities.  The actual 

update steps invoked will be dependent upon the current software and firmware revisions 

detected during the upgrade. 

Preparing for the Upgrade 
In preparation, the operating system is patched to the latest level available at the time of 

performing the upgrade.  The machine must be at least patched to a level as of January 

2018. Further details are described at the end of the document (see “Appendix A”).  

The upgrade kit, as an executable file, is copied to the SVA / SVA M1.  A further extraction 

process should is run via an executable file.  A wizard will guide through the essential steps, 

including acceptance of the license agreement and selection of a setup type (SVA or SVA 

M1).  This moves the necessary software and other assets into the Upgrade Kit installer 

directory “C:\ADK-Upgrade” and starts the upgrade process. 

Once the upgrade has been started by the administrator it will be automatically executed in 

sequence and across reboots. Under normal conditions the upgrade process restarts itself 

after reboot and re-login of the user. Be patient, as this may take some time. If however the 

process does not start within 5 minutes it is safe to proceed with the upgrade through the 

“Resume Upgrade” shortcut that has been placed on the desktop. 

Phase One 
The first phase will be launched by the Installshield installation wizard automatically. 

During this phase, the SANsymphony ™ software and services on the SVA / SVA M1 are 

stopped and the system firmware is updated.  This includes the server BIOS and installed 

components, such as RAID controllers, HBAs and the iRMC service processor.  Exactly 

which updates are performed will depend on the current firmware revisions detected by 

the script and the hardware configuration associated the specific SVA / SVA M1 model.  

Multiple reboots of the SVA / SVA M1 may be required whilst still in this phase of the 

upgrade, depending on which firmware updates are made. 
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Phase Two 
This phase performs the upgrade of the DataCore SANsymphony ™ software itself, including 

the application of any post-release updates that might be necessary.  A reboot of the SVA / 

SVA M1 is required.  

Phase Three 

In the final phase of the upgrade, the SANsymphony ™ backup settings are checked and the 

software is re-started.  Once the recovery of any mirrored Virtual Disks has finished, the 

upgrade is complete and the upgrade process may be repeated on any other SVA / SVA M1 

or DataCore Servers within the Server Group.  

Important Procedural Considerations 
In the event that you should need to open a support incident with DataCore Technical 

Support during the upgrade, please collect all log files written into the directory “C:\ADK-

Upgrade\log”, add them to a ZIP archive file and attach this file to the incident.  This is in 

addition to the SANsymphony ™ Support Bundle which is customary for all support 

incidents. 

Keep in mind that the iRMC service processor will be rebooted as part of the upgrade.  If 

you are using iRMC console redirection to perform the upgrade remotely you will lose 

access for several minutes. 

Remember that the DataCore SANsymphony ™ software services will be stopped at the 

beginning of the upgrade and will not be restored until it is completed.  This will result in 

loss of access to any “single” (non-mirrored) Virtual Disks hosted on the SVA / SVA M1 that 

is being upgraded for the duration of the upgrade.  In the case of mirrored Virtual Disks, 

you must allow mirror recovery to complete before starting the upgrade on another SVA / 

SVA M1 or DataCore Server in the same Server Group, or again, loss of access to Virtual 

Disks may result. 
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Performing the Upgrade 

Important 
Please ensure that ALL Virtual Disks display a status of “Healthy” within the  

SANsymphony ™ Management Console before starting the upgrade procedure. 

Prior to starting the upgrade, please ensure that you have also read the “Known Issues” and 

“Cautions and Warnings” sections of this document, so that you are familiar with their 

content and prepared to handled such situations, should they occur during the course of 

the upgrade. 

Patch the Windows operating system 
The minimum required OS patch level for a SVA / SVA M1 running SANsymphony ™ PSP7 

Update 1 is that reflecting a Windows Update “up to date” status as of February 2018.  

Upgrades of SVA / SVA M1 machines which are patched to levels more current than this are 

supported.  DataCore strongly recommends updating the OS with all available patches as of 

the actual date of the upgrade. 

Note: It may be necessary to run Windows Update several times in succession in order to 

receive all available updates. 

Install DotNet 4.6.1 
Microsoft DotNet version 4.6.1 is a requirement as of SANsymphony ™ 10.0 PSP5 onwards. 

Usually this version gets installed via Windows Update automatically. If this is not the case 

please download and install manually upfront from the following URL: 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=49982 

If installed manually, please check for additional patches via Windows Update. 

Copy the Upgrade Kit to the SVA / SVA M1 
Copy the Upgrade Kit (as the EXE file supplied) to the desktop of the user account which 

will be used to run it. 

Execute the Upgrade Kit package installer 
On the SVA / SVA M1, locate and execute the supplied “10PSP7U1_CUP_SVA.exe” file, which 

will extract the content of the upgrade kit to the “C:\ADK-Upgrade” folder. 

 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=49982
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After starting the .exe a screen will be similar to this: 

 

Accept the licence agreement: 
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The Upgrade Kit content is extracted: 
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Acknowledge that the upgrade can start 
After wizard completion and pushing the “Finish” button, the “DataCore ADK Sequencer” 

PowerShell script starts automatically and will execute phase one of the SVA / SVA M1 

upgrade.  

 

Once the Upgrade script is running, a number of preliminary ‘housekeeping’ tasks will be 

performed and some pre-requisites checked. If the script determines that the upgrade can 

proceed with the SVA / SVA M1 in its current state, a final pre-upgrade confirmation 

dialogue box will be displayed: 

 

Clicking “Yes” will cause the DataCore SANsymphony ™ software installed on this SVA / SVA 

M1 to stop processing IO requests and unload all DataCore drivers. 

Note:  As a result, any Virtual Disks of the type “single” (i.e. non-mirrored) hosted on this 

SVA / SVA M1 will become inaccessible until the upgrade is completed.  Any mirrored 

Virtual Disks will lose redundancy and become inaccessible through this SVA / SVA M1 – 

this will cause multipath enabled hosts to “failover” their access paths to a partnered 

DataCore server. 
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SVA / SVA M1 BIOS update 
The upgrade script will determine whether the SVA / SVA M1 BIOS version needs to be 

updated.   Please read the additional important comments regarding the BIOS update 

carefully.  Click “Ok” to invoke the actual flashing process and continue with the upgrade. 

  

After the BIOS flash is completed an additional warning message is displayed.  

Acknowledge this message to shut down the system. 

  

Another PowerShell Console window should be displayed, stating that the SVA / SVA M1 

will shut down and power-off shortly. 
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Wait until the server has powered-down completely (“cold and dark”). 

Power-on the SVA / SVA M1 
Connect to the iRMC web interface of the SVA being upgraded and login. 

Navigate to “Power Management” -> “Power On/Off”. Select “Power On” and hit “Apply”. 

 

You will be requested to confirm the power-on operation 
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You can check if the server operation was performed successfully by navigating to the 

system overview. The “Power LED” should reflect the status “Power-on”. 

 

Allow the SVA / SVA M1 to boot. 

Update SVA / SVA M1 BIOS settings 
Once the server has booted log-in either via console or RDP, using the same user account 

used to initiate the upgrade.  Please be patient. The Upgrade Kit should restart 

automatically after a few seconds. 
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The upgrade process will detect that the BIOS has been flashed with a new version of the 

firmware and therefore ensure that the correct settings are also restored.  Click “Ok” to 

invoke this process and proceed with the upgrade. 

  

Once the BIOS settings have been restored successfully, you will be notified of an 

impending shutdown.  Acknowledge this message to proceed, causing the shutdown of the 

SVA / SVA M1. 

  

Once again, a secondary PowerShell Console window will pop up, providing confirmation 

that shutdown is in progress. 
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Wait until the SVA / SVA M1 is completely powered-down. 

Power-on the SVA / SVA M1 via iRMC 
Repeat the steps detailed previously to issue a “power-on” instruction from the iRMC, or 

use the Physical Power control. 

Update the iRMC Firmware 
When the SVA /SVA M1 has booted log in either via console (iRMC) or RDP, using the same 

user account used to initiate the upgrade.  Please be patient.  The Upgrade kit should 

restart automatically after a few seconds. 

The system will now detect that the iRMC Firmware version is not at the expected revision 

level and the process will flash the iRMC Service Processor with new firmware 

automatically. 

The iRMC flash process consists of several steps and may take some minutes to complete.  

- Flash currently inactive ROM 

- Set currently inactive to active ROM 

- Boot newly flashed ROM 

- Flash second (now inactive) ROM 

Important: Since the iRMC Service Processor is rebooted as part of this procedure, expect 

to lose access to the iRMC console for several minutes. 

To reflect the status of the flashing process, a monitor has been implemented.  This will be 

started in another PowerShell Console window and close itself once the flashing is 

completed.  
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After flashing, a check will be made and the iRMC will be reset.  When the iRMC update 

process is fully completed, the upgrade script will display a dialogue box prompting the 

operator to permit the SVA to reboot.   

  

Acknowledge the message by clicking “Ok”.  The SVA will initiate a reboot. 

A secondary PowerShell Console window will open, confirming that a reboot is in progress. 
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Wait until the reboot is complete. 

 

Update SVA / SVA M1 software-levels 
Once the SVA / SVA M1 has booted, log in either via remote console (iRMC) or RDP with the 

same user account used to initiate the upgrade.  Please be patient. The Upgrade Kit should 

restart automatically after a few seconds. 

During this phase of the upgrade various updates to non-DataCore management software, 

agents and associated drivers are performed (if required).  The following screenshot 

illustrates this procedure. 
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After reboot and login, “DataCore ADK Sequencer” will begin the second phase of the 

procedure automatically. 

 

Update SANsymphony ™ software to the 10.0 PSP7 U1 release 
“DataCore ADK Sequencer” PowerShell wrapper script is used to orchestrate the 

installation of the DataCore SANsymphony ™ software update. 

  

The script will continue to run and monitor the progress of the SANsymphony ™ installer. 

Once the installer has completed its update of the SANsymphony ™ software, a post-

installation check is performed. 
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After installation of the SANsymphony ™ software, upgrade script will display a dialogue 

box prompting the operator to permit the SVA / SVA M1 to reboot.   
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Another PowerShell Console windows will open, notifying the operator that the SVA / SVA 

M1 will be rebooted. 

 

Wait until the reboot is completed. 

 

Finalising the upgrade 
When the SVA / SVA M1 has booted, log-in either via console (iRMC) or RDP, with the same 

user account used to initiate the upgrade.  Please be patient. The Upgrade Kit should restart 

automatically after a few seconds. 

The DataCore advanced backup-configuration tool will be installed and/or updated.  

Another PowerShell window will open and execute the necessary configuration actions: 
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Allow this script to complete.  

Once all upgrade actions have been performed successfully the upgrade script will issue a 

“Start Virtualization” command to the SANsymphony ™ instance on the upgraded SVA / SVA 

M1.  This allows storage IO processing on that node to recommence and will cause 

automatic recovery steps to be performed for any Mirrored Virtual Disk types that have 

been configured on that SVA / SVA M1. 

The upgrade script offers the option to remain active and check the progress of this mirror 

recovery.  The script itself will close but SANsymphony ™ mirror recoveries continue, if “No” 

is selected instead. 

  

Once the upgrade is completed, either by selecting “no” at the dialogue above, or when 

mirror recoveries have been detected as completed, you will receive the following 

message: 

 

Confirm the dialog by clicking “Ok”.  The upgrade of this SVA unit is now complete.  

However, the PowerShell console window will remain open so that the operator may 

review the upgrade log if required.  The last few message lines shown in the PowerShell 
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Console window should resemble those shown in the illustration below, having a distinct 

“Script End” footer: 

 

As the upgrade is now complete it is safe to close this PowerShell Console window at any 

time, either via a keystroke or by using the red close window button located in its upper 

right-hand corner. 

You can now proceed to upgrade the next SVA / SVA M1 DataCore Server node within this 

Server Group. 
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Post-Upgrade Steps 
After the upgrade has completed the Fujitsu AIS Connect registration wizard is invoked.  

This is because during the upgrade process the version of the AIS Connect software has 

also been upgraded and it will need to be reconfigured. 

 

Upon completion, the desktop of the SVA / SVA M1 unit should resemble this illustration: 
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Please note the following: 

- The DataCore SANsymphony ™ cmdlets desktop shortcut has been removed.  This is 

because the SANsymphony ™ cmdlets are now automatically available within every 

PowerShell session. 

- A CSV file has been placed on the desktop which contains information relating to the 

WWNs of Fibre Channel HBAs discovered in the SVA during the upgrade process. 

- A link to the SVA / SVA M1 resources page has been placed on the desktop.  Follow 

the link and make yourself familiar with the content. 
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Known Issues 
Through internal QA testing procedures and field reports, DataCore Software is aware that 

certain issues may be encountered during the upgrade procedure.  Please make yourself 

familiar with the content of this section prior to starting the upgrade, so that you are 

properly prepared to handle any of these situations should they occur. 
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iRMC web page not responding 
Under certain circumstances the iRMC Service Processor may become unresponsive, which 

will result in the iRMC web interface pages being inaccessible.  Your web browser will 

show a message to the effect of “website unavailable” 

This situation is rectified by commanding a reset of the Service Processor.  Use an SSH 

client to connect to the iRMC using the same user credentials as you would for the Web-

Interface itself.  The following menu should be shown: 

 

Choose option 4 (Service Processor).  In the menu that follows, choose firstly option 4, a 

warm reset.  If this fails to resolve the issue, repeat the above steps but execute option 5 

instead, which is a cold reset.  A cold reset of the service processor should only be used if a 

warm reset does not have the desired effect.  After issuing a reset instruction, the Web-

Interface should become available again within 3 to 4 minutes. 
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iRMC firmware flash fails 
Under certain circumstances the iRMC firmware update can fail.  This is typically the case 

when upgrading from older versions of the iRMC.  However, should this happen, the output 

of the Upgrade Kit PowerShell Console window will resemble the following illustration: 

 

The failure is usually due to a communication issue between the operating system and the 

iRMC, when communicating through the HTI device.  To resolve this, execute a cold reboot 

of the iRMC Service Processor as described in the previous section.  If this reboot of the 

iRMC does not resolve the problem, try restarting the operating system instance of the SVA 

/ SVA M1 which will reset the driver and usually clears this error.  

If the issue remains unresolved, please open a Support Incident with DataCore Technical 

Support. 
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SVA / SVA M1 freezes at POST (Power-On Self-Test) 
In very rare cases the SVA / SVA M1 may not execute its POST correctly following a reboot.  

This may be considered to be the case if, following the issue of a reboot instruction, the 

server console remains in the following state for longer than 2 minutes: 

 

If this situation is encountered then it will be necessary to power-cycle the SVA / SVA M1, 

either via the iRMC Web-Interface or by using the physical power/reset button on the unit 

itself, in order to restore normal operation and continue the upgrade process. 
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User credentials appear incorrect when using the iRMC Console to 

perform a remote upgrade 
When attempting to connect to the iRMC console remotely, it is possible that the keyboard 

layout for this device will not be set correctly and therefore the keystrokes that are being 

relayed are not those expected.  Hence user authentication will fail. 

To rectify this, update the iRMC console settings.  Navigate to “Keyboard”  “Host 

Keyboard Layout” and select the expected keyboard layout, as shown in the illustration 

below: 

 

If you still experience issues when logging-in, check that the correct keyboard layout is 

selected in the Windows login screen: 
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SANsymphony ™ installer aborts due to active PS-Sessions 
If this should occur, Please ensure that: 

- ALL Powershell sessions are closed before starting the upgrade. 

Otherwise the upgrade may not close remaining script windows and a file may stay locked 

which will result in the installation of the SANsymphony ™ component to fail. 

PowerShell scripts fail due to “checksum validation error” 
The integrity of the upgrade scripts is protected through the use of checksums which will 

be validated prior to their execution.  If their content has been changed since they were 

originally issued by DataCore, either through corruption or deliberate tampering, the 

procedure will exit and display a message similar to the one shown below: 

 

If this is encountered, first obtain a new copy of the upgrade kit and try again.  If the issue 

persists please contact DataCore Technical Support for guidance. 
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“DCSservice-Connection” issue 
It is possible that under certain conditions, the upgrade automation scripts cannot connect 

to the DataCore Executive Service instance running on the SVA / SVA M1.  In such an event, 

an error will be logged similar to that illustrated below: 

 

Should this occur, it has most likely done so because the DataCore Executive Service is still 

in the process of re-starting, following the completion of another step in the upgrade 

process.  In this case, usually the affected script will pause and wait for the service to 

become available, at which time the upgrade will resume automatically.  However if this is 

not so, use the Windows Server Manager / services.msc to ensure that the Executive 

Service is started and then re-start the upgrade by executing the appropriate script. 

After an upgrade the error-LED of the SVA / SVA M1 is illuminated 
In very rare cases, the SVA’s / SVA M1´s error LED is turned on after the upgrade is 

completed.  This happens because of an older version of the HBA firmware version is 

detected as being incompatible with the current BIOS version that has been installed.  

This does not pose any risk to the operation of the SVA but will require a reboot of the 

server as part of the procedure in order to clear the error condition indicator. 

In the event that this should occur, please contact DataCore Technical Support for 

instructions on how to resolve this behaviour. 
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Possible Caution and Warnings 
The automation scripts that make up the Upgrade Kit are adaptive, in that they perform 

only necessary upgrade steps.  Only updates required for hardware that is actually found to 

be present within a particular SVA or SVA M1 unit will be applied.  Therefore the upgrade 

process will not necessarily follow the same steps on all systems.  For this reason, any, all 

or none of the following messages and situations may be encountered during the upgrade 

of a particular SVA or SVA M1 unit.  However all scenarios detailed here are possible, and if 

they should be encountered, are normal expected behaviour.  Follow the corresponding 

instructions within this section if they occur.  

Operating System Patch Level not up-to-date 
A recent level of OS patching is a pre-requisite for the SVA upgrade and is enforced by the 

upgrade script.  If Windows Update / WSUS update was not run immediately prior to 

executing the upgrade then the following message will be displayed: 

 

Upon confirmation, the script instance will exit. The Windows Update console is opened 

automatically in order to allow you to check for and install any necessary updates. 

After updates installation and reboot, upgrade process will not start automatically. Please 

proceed with the “Resume-Upgrade” link which is placed on the Desktop.  

Alternatively the Installshield executable can be run to start from there. 
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Appendix A – Minimum OS patch 

level for SVA running R10 PSP7 U1 
For reference, the following is a list of patches that reflect the minimum patch level as of 09. 

January 2018, against which this upgrade kit version has been validated. Please be aware 

that some of the older updates may have been superseeded: 

KB2843630 
KB2862152 
KB2868626 
KB2876331 
KB2883200 
KB2884846 
KB2887595 
KB2892074 
KB2893294 
KB2894029 
KB2894179 
KB2894852 
KB2898514 
KB2898742 
KB2898871 
KB2900986 
KB2901101 
KB2901128 
KB2903939 
KB2904266 
KB2906956 
KB2908174 
KB2909921 
KB2911106 
KB2912390 
KB2913152 
KB2913270 
KB2913760 
KB2914218 
KB2916036 
KB2917929 
KB2917993 
KB2918614 
KB2919355 
KB2919394 
KB2920189 
KB2922229 
KB2923300 
KB2923528 
KB2923768 
KB2928193 
KB2928680 

KB2973201 
KB2973351 
KB2975061 
KB2976897 
KB2977292 
KB2977765 
KB2978041 
KB2978122 
KB2978126 
KB2978668 
KB2979573 
KB2979576 
KB2988948 
KB2989930 
KB2992611 
KB2993651 
KB2993958 
KB2998097 
KB3000850 
KB3002657 
KB3003057 
KB3003743 
KB3004361 
KB3004365 
KB3004394 
KB3004545 
KB3006137 
KB3006226 
KB3008242 
KB3010788 
KB3011780 
KB3012702 
KB3013172 
KB3013410 
KB3013538 
KB3013769 
KB3013791 
KB3013816 
KB3014029 
KB3014442 
KB3016074 
KB3018467 

KB3035017 
KB3035126 
KB3035132 
KB3035487 
KB3035527 
KB3035553 
KB3036612 
KB3037576 
KB3037579 
KB3037924 
KB3038002 
KB3038562 
KB3039066 
KB3041857 
KB3042058 
KB3042085 
KB3042553 
KB3043812 
KB3044374 
KB3044673 
KB3045171 
KB3045634 
KB3045685 
KB3045717 
KB3045719 
KB3045746 
KB3045755 
KB3045992 
KB3045999 
KB3046017 
KB3046359 
KB3046737 
KB3047255 
KB3048043 
KB3048072 
KB3048097 
KB3048778 
KB3049989 
KB3050267 
KB3050514 
KB3054169 
KB3054203 

KB3072307 
KB3074545 
KB3075220 
KB3076895 
KB3077715 
KB3078405 
KB3078676 
KB3080042 
KB3080149 
KB3081320 
KB3082089 
KB3083992 
KB3084135 
KB3084905 
KB3086255 
KB3087041 
KB3087137 
KB3087390 
KB3091297 
KB3092601 
KB3092627 
KB3094486 
KB3095701 
KB3096411 
KB3096433 
KB3097992 
KB3099834 
KB3100473 
KB3100956 
KB3102429 
KB3102467 
KB3102473 
KB3102476 
KB3102939 
KB3103616 
KB3103696 
KB3103709 
KB3108381 
KB3109103 
KB3109976 
KB3110329 
KB3115224 

KB3134179 
KB3134222 
KB3134815 
KB3135456 
KB3135985 
KB3135994 
KB3137061 
KB3137725 
KB3137728 
KB3138602 
KB3139164 
KB3139398 
KB3139914 
KB3140219 
KB3140234 
KB3142026 
KB3144850 
KB3145384 
KB3145432 
KB3146604 
KB3146723 
KB3146751 
KB3146963 
KB3146978 
KB3147071 
KB3149090 
KB3149157 
KB3153704 
KB3155784 
KB3156017 
KB3156019 
KB3156059 
KB3159398 
KB3161561 
KB3161949 
KB3161958 
KB3162343 
KB3162835 
KB3164294 
KB3169704 
KB3170455 
KB3172614 
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KB2930275 
KB2931366 
KB2934501 
KB2934519 
KB2934520 
KB2938066 
KB2939087 
KB2954879 
KB2957189 
KB2961072 
KB2961908 
KB2962123 
KB2962806 
KB2966826 
KB2966828 
KB2966870 
KB2967917 
KB2968296 
KB2972103 
KB2972213 
KB2973114 

KB3019978 
KB3020338 
KB3021674 
KB3021910 
KB3022777 
KB3023219 
KB3023222 
KB3023266 
KB3024751 
KB3024755 
KB3027209 
KB3029438 
KB3029603 
KB3029803 
KB3030377 
KB3030947 
KB3032323 
KB3032663 
KB3033446 
KB3033889 
KB3034348 

KB3054256 
KB3054464 
KB3055323 
KB3055343 
KB3055642 
KB3057839 
KB3058168 
KB3058515 
KB3059316 
KB3059317 
KB3060383 
KB3060681 
KB3060793 
KB3061468 
KB3061512 
KB3061518 
KB3063843 
KB3064209 
KB3067505 
KB3068708 
KB3071756 

KB3118401 
KB3121255 
KB3121261 
KB3121461 
KB3121918 
KB3122651 
KB3123242 
KB3123245 
KB3125424 
KB3126033 
KB3126041 
KB3126434 
KB3126587 
KB3126593 
KB3127222 
KB3128650 
KB3132080 
KB3133043 
KB3133681 
KB3133690 
KB3133924 

KB3172729 
KB3173424 
KB3174644 
KB3175024 
KB3177186 
KB3178539 
KB3179574 
KB3182203 
KB3184122 
KB3184943 
KB3186539 
KB3210132 
KB3210137 
KB4033428 
KB4040972 
KB4040981 
KB4041777 
KB4054519 
KB4054854 
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